Important notes:

1. This is not the original orchestral score - it's a reconstruction based on CD tracks and performances of the piece.

2. It's a work in progress. Parts are missing and bits may be wrong or unplayable. String parts do not have bow markings yet. Etc.

3. This is not to be used for public performance. Get a permission from the BBC and Murray Gold - if you're in a position to do that, you'd probably get the actual score anyway.

4. Do not distribute this on your website or anywhere else. At this point in time it is solely for use by the Gallifrey Base forum members.

*) Why "Benedict"? Because that's Mr. Foster's birth name - and to my knowledge it's the name printed on the actual scores - not to make this seem more authentic, which - again - it isn't. Just that if it's on the scores he conducts, he probably prefers it that way.
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### Orchestra:

- **Piccolo**
- **Flute**
- **Oboe**
- **English Horn**
- **Clarinet**
- **Bassoon**
- **Horn**
- **Trumpet**
- **Trombone**
- **Bass Trombone**
- **Timpani**
- **Percussion**
- **Bass Drum**
- **Glockenspiel**
- **Harp**
- **Piano**
- **Violin I**
- **Violin II**
- **Viola**
- **Violoncello**
- **Contrabass**

---

**Tempo Notes:**

- **q = 120**
- **mp**
- **pp**
- **mmol**
- **mp**
- **q = 120**
- **mp**
- **pp**
- **ff**
- **mp**
- **mmol**

**Harp:**

- Plays something here...

---